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with relative providing of

Introduction

facilities

and friendship cooperation of dear

Chief Editor & Executive Officer :

friends, first number of journal

Mehrdad jalilevand

issued. Although, at start of way, we
faced with problems but we try with
Vitruvius was person that was

help of friends and professors to gain

called as father of art-knowledge of

favorite results. At this number of

architecture who at old Rome paid

press, we have different parts from

attention to creation and training of

past to present time of architecture

architecture. He has written at oldest

and introducing famous professors of

book of architecture 20 years BC

this major but fir continuing of this

express

path,

features

of

follows:

architect

different

knowledge

architect
should

as

know

because

his

reason, he can test all works of other
arts. Knowledge of architect is gained
by science and practice (which it is
result

of

repeated

and

regular

attempts). So, architects who want to
gain handy skills without knowledge,
never they could not gain fame based
on their attempts because who relied
on knowledge only searched form
and meaning. But who had complete
knowledge of science and practice,
they are such as armed men who have
gained their goals and their honors.
During

past

contemplated

months,
about

idea

we
of

architecture magazine establishment
such as other magazine or maybe
differently. Anyway, we should start
although we know that there is long
way to reach our favorite place. But
2
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we

are

waiting

for

your

cooperation and views for expansion
and development of this journal.
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Do deluxe buildings are safe at

Architect and role of
architecture at cities
maintenance after earthquake

front of earthquake danger?

Interview with :Dr. Mehdi khorrami
Rouz

point it out that I felt always how to do

One if main points which I should
my scientific mission?

We tried at this interview pay
attention to one important point about

Alongside of

my scientific mission, I took decision
to change at deluxe buildings.

architect and role of architecture at
cities maintenance after earthquake.
So, we went to Dr. Mehdi khorrami
rouz office. He started his academic
education at civil engineering of Sharif
University

and

immediately

he

continued his education at MA level at
Tehran University at earthquake-civil
engineering and for enough awareness
of architecture about this major, he
gained his doctorate at architecture

Unfortunately all of our colleagues

major at college of honarhaye ziba of

and architects at the present time, they

Tehran University.

try to make more deluxe and beautiful

According to his
three

buildings and also have better facade

mentioned majors, I went to his office

but our educated civil engineers try to

to have profitable interview with him

use building light materials. Although

about architecture and structures role

Paramis Park tries to combine both of

at cities maintenance after earthquake.

them, Buildings not only should be

According to your academic education

beautiful but also not only at Iran at all

at civil engineering, civil engineering-

over of world should have anti-

earthquake and architecture majors,

earthquake

what do you feel as your mission?

Unfortunately some of our luxury

academic

education

at

and

light

materials.

building makers think that using of
building light materials is different
from luxury building making and they
have interference at each other. But, it
is not real fact; if an earthquake
3
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happens at Iran country (which it is on

at earthquake time. According to our

the earthquake belt) and all of these

field studies, we found out that our

deluxe buildings to be destroyed, what

deluxe building-makers do not use of

is their benefit?

Of course, these

plaster board ceiling. After this action,

buildings are very solid and resistant

we thought about walls, we used same

but their problem is their walls, why?

building materials for walls but also

Because

they

have

not

good

connection to buildings and walls are
made with building materials that are
not used at any parts of worlds and
even have been rejected. But, we
created this attitude at Paramis Park
that deluxe buildings can be created
with having light walls, materials and
decrease of flooring thickness but
some of our colleagues believe that this
action is synonym of lack of luxury

faced with problems because of lack of
enough control on walls and fans of
deluxe buildings like ceiling with long
height. So at 2010 year, we completed
all walls of one unit of building with
plaster board ceiling at project of
Paramis Arghavan and after passing of
two years of building delivery, we
asked resident of that unit did you
faced with any problem?

building making and mass building

But even he did not know that walls

making such as buildings of Maskan

have been made with plaster board

Mehr which is inconsistent with luxury

ceiling. So, we practically removed

building-making culture.

these problems related to plaster board

I believe that a building can be light
and deluxe. At the fist at 2008, we did
plaster board ceiling of excellent unit
of Paramis Mojdeh although our
colleagues opposed but we finished it
and also we did chalk bed making
which was very beautiful. It caught

4

very powerful iron connections. We

ceiling. One of them was related to
passing of voice from walls with using
of suitable insulation and second
problem was related to transfer and
change it which we removed this
problem.
With

more

supervision

and

attention of deluxe building interested

consuming time on architecture work

colleagues, then at all of our projects,

and determination of walls location,

we used plaster board ceiling which we

we avoided from again displacement.

claim that they are lighter from other

So, plaster board ceiling is practical

building ceilings and do not collapsed

and we got positive results.
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At project of Chenaran palace, at

We try to state at every journal

upper stories of this project because of

number one of special systems of our

high ceiling height, we used plaster

light building materials style to do our

board ceiling structure and walls which

mission and present our services to

it is very specific position of plaster

people. We hope at Iran country at

board ceiling and it is according to our

future

maps and we will do our projects at

resistant against earthquake.

future completely with using of plaster
board ceiling structure and walls.
Obviously, at group of Paramis
Park,

every

change

without

examination will not transfer from
smaller volume to bigger volume. It
entered at the first to part of Paramis
Park standards and implemented at
small volume and its results will be
determined at next projects. We have
new ideas about weight decrease and
using of light building materials which
we will present soon at next journal
numbers.
Most

important

earthquake

which

thing
is

about

related

to

decreases or increases of damage, it is
building weight. We try to make
familiar people with culture of light
building materials. At the first stage,
people do not pay attention to what are
brands of elevator or taps and flooring
stone which they are very important
foe

deluxe

buildings

but

most

important thing at time of earthquake
happening is building weight.

5
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make

buildings

that

are
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Biography of famous persons of
architecture world
Louise Sullivan, father of
modern architecture

his time to rove at Boston. He visited
all

Boston

streets

which

were

surrounded by various buildings. He
became interested to buildings and

Collector: Maryam Nasiri

took decision to become engineer and
architect of building at future. When
he entered to high school became

Louise
architect

Sullivan,
and

architecture
September

father

was
of

American
of

born
1856

big

familiar with person with name of

modern

Moses Woolson that his trainings had

third

sustainable influence on Louise. At

Boston,

short time, he started education period

at
at

Massachusetts. His mother was from

at

Swiss and his father was Irish. They

technology (MIT) and understood that

immigrated at end of decade of 1840 to

he can finish high school education

America. He was grown up with his

one year sooner and with passing some

father

at

examinations to take over and pass

Massachusetts and he spent most time

two years at university. Only when he

of his childhood period to learning

was sixteen he entered to (MIT)

about nature at farmland of his

university and after one year education

grandfather.

period, he went to Philadelphia and

and

grandfather

Massachusetts

institute

of

found job by side of architect with
name of Frank Furness. Economic
depression of 1831 year wasted many
attempts of Frank Furness and he
because

of

happened

financial

problems had to fire Sullivan. At this
time, Sullivan went to Chicago to test
his

chance

after

happening

of

widespread fire of that city buildings at
1871 year. He was very lucky that could
find a job at side of William Lebaron
Jennie. Jennie is first architect that
At

6

next

years,

he

experienced

has used metal skeleton at buildings.

different things and he spent most of

After less than one year activity near
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Jennie, he went to art university of

considered as first sky scraper of world

Paris for continuing of his education.

architecture history. Sullivan could

Sullivan mind was influenced by

influence very much on Frank Loyed

Renascence

his

Right at this company. Frank was

architecture style toward imitation of

person who inspired from Sullivan

creation space of Michelangelo and he

principles and designing.

art.

He

guided

avoided from repetition of previous
periods styles. After educational period
finishing, he came back to Chicago
although he had not yet completely
eighteen years. He started his job as
draftsman at company of masters
Joseph Johnston and John Radleman.
Johnston and Radleman

at

were

supervisors of internal designing of
Moody temple which was completed
by Sullivan. He passed next years at
beside of different architects till at

Till end of nineteen century, weight

1879 year, Dankmar Addled, famous

of buildings with some stories was

architect

recruited

imposed by walls sustainability and at

Sullivan and at next year, he shared

higher buildings, pressure increased at

Sullivan as his partner at his company.

lower

This event was start of advancement

method, they faced with engineering

and success of Sullivan. During next

restrictions

years,

gain

tolerate weight of building structure

successive successes which of them

and big designing was synonym with

was

of

thick and voluminous walls on ground

Chicago lecture saloon at 1899 year

floor story and also they had definite

and at end of project, Sullivan and

restrictions

Addled selected upper story of this

production

building as their atelier. We can point

cheap, various and mobile at half of

out to another success of these two

nineteen century changed all of these

partners such as building of wagon

regulations and restrictions.

of

that

Sullivan
plan

and

and

time

Addled

implementation

makers at Saint Louise that it is

7
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parts

of

building.

such

as

about
extension

At

walls

this

should

height.
which

Steel
was
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thickness of window glasses, building
profitable level increased. Sullivan
pays attention to benefits of metal
skeleton

led

challenging

to

remove

engineering

some

restriction

which architect designers were face
with them and this point created
remarkable

change

at

modern

architecture.
America country at that time was
faced with economic and social rapid
growth and it was suitable place for
architecture big opportunities. Urban
society was forming and people have a
lot of tendency for bigger and new
buildings. Steel mass production was
vital stimulus for ability of sky scraper
making at half decade of 1880. Louise
Sullivan is first architect that applied

8

usage true method of metal skeleton at

At 1890 year, Sullivan was one of

tall buildings and optimal way of its

ten selected architect for building

benefits. Because buildings which are

execution

made with metal skeleton, usually they

exhibition which it was started at 1893

do not use more than one or two wall

year at Chicago city that building

openings, it has not any cutting at

which was called later as white city.

other points of building and porterage

Other created masterpieces of Sullivan

member and fir example building walls

are big building of Chicago terminal

are

cold-heat

building and golden gate that is big

protection and it has not porterage

arch at white city. Company of Addled

character. Sullivan was aware about

and Sullivan after execution of chain

this point and he used at tall buildings,

supermarkets of Carson Pierre Scott

windows with big aspects not only led

was dissolute and after company

to more lightness of internal space but

dissolution, Sullivan spend period of

with

twenty years at descending way at both

used

for

deletion

building

of

walls

and

low
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of

Columbia

universal
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emotional and financial grounds. He
was admired many times for his
attempts

at

architecture

art.

He

severely criticized as skillful designer
for

competition

about

plan

and

execution of Tribune tower which was
held at 1922 year. A tower with metal
skeleton and stone facade that recalled
stone buildings of Gothic architecture
but Sullivan discovered a big historical
alteration at its designing. He could
create remarkable change at art and
industry

of

exceptional
Sullivan

architecture
and

is

unique

founder

of

with

his

thoughts.
Chicago

architects school and Frank Loyed
Right, American legendary architect is
one of his students. Louise Sullivan
died at 14 April of 1924 year at Chicago
city. Frank Loyed Right who was
considered

as

his

students

held

ceremony of burial of this big architect
who at the time of death was poor and
alone at a hotel room at Chicago. Now
many years pass from his death and
yet thoughts influence of this first
pioneer architect at world architecture
is obvious.

9
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Some of works of Luis Henry
Sullivan are including:
1- Bayard building at New york
city at 1898 year
2- Tusculum

college

saloon

at

Virginia at 1902 year
3- Van Allen building at Clinton
Aviva, 1914 year
4- St. Paul Methodist building at
Aviva, 1913 year
5- Henry Adams Algona building
at Aviva, 1913 year
6- Association building of Newark
company at Ohio, 1914 year
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Review on Iran architecture
Tagh bostan;
Architecture and its structures

arch. These works have been placed on
exit collection of underground water or
Sarab (Picture 1).

Sepideh Babaii

Introduction:
Tagh bostan is name of part of
Bisetoon Mountain which is placed at
eastern

north

province.

It

has

of

Kermanshah

universal

because of Sassanid stone carving and
time of its creation comes back to third
century of Christian era. Because of
beautiful

nature

and

natural

landscapes, mountain and spring, it
was as beautiful promenade from past
to present time. Tagh bostan had great
importance from past to now because
of its location beside of Abrisham
Jadeh

(silk

way

as

international

highway). Because of this matter, it has
been paid attention by people and also
it leads to creation of such a valuable
treasure at heart of stone. At Kurdish
language Tagh bostan is called Tagh
Wa Saan. Saan, it means stone, so
Tagh bostan is means stone arch. Tagh
bostan is collection of two verandas
which have been carved at the heart of
stone, outstanding design on rock
surface, big and small verandas beside
each other at near distance of small

10

Picture 1

fame
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Definitely, at Tagh bostan, three
works of historical period of Sassanids
are observed which are including:
outstanding design related to Ardashir
II at 380-383 of Christian era (picture
2) , small arch with outstanding design
of Shapoor III at 383-388 of Christian
era and big arch related to time of
Khosrou II (was known as Parviz) at
590-628 of Christian era (picture 4).
At other words, stone carvings of Tagh
bostan near Kermanshah province are
most interesting stone carving works
of Sassanid period. First work, design
of Ardashir II, he takes crown from
Zoroastrian priest or representative of
Ahora (purified) Mazda and Mithra is
behind of king with having a thing at
his hand and light radius which emit
from his head, she observes this
contract.
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which has been carved at its top and
the end of the arch. At the bottom of
the same design , the picture of the
king on the horse has been shown with
armature, shield and perfect war
clothes even the horse has worn war
saddle. On both sides of the arch, two
hunting grounds have been depicted

Picture2

which the right one is of a deer and the
other is of a pig. Some of the historians
know the location of the hunting
ground 1 kilometer close to Tagh
bostan and near Fars village in
Bisetoon

(Clies,

1976,

p.176)(1

kilometer away from the south of Tagh
bostan, it is a historical work kwon as
the hunting ground of Khousro). The
entrance of the arch shows a picture of
two winged angles with victory circles
in their one hand and bowls full of
grains similar to pomegranate grains
in the other hand. At the bottom of
those angles, there is a work of two
Picture4

trees ended in mysterious fruits known

The third work or the big arch of

11

as a fruit of life tree. The most

Taghebostan is belonged to Khousro

beautiful

II,

the

design of Sassanid period are those

representative of Ahora mazda who

inside the big arch of Tagh bostan

has exhibited his own picture and his

because

father`s, Shapoor II, at its top at the

ornamentations

end of the arch. Two inscription of

information about Sassanid cloths ,

Pahlavi Sassanid introduce them on

musical

both sides. Works of the big arch

ornamentation stone abrasion (picture

include putting crown of Khousro II

5). Tagh bostan has great importance

one

of

the

priest

or

www.paramispark.com

and

unique

of

outstanding

exhibiting
and

instruments

artistic
presenting
and
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not only because of historical and

Definitions and concepts: architecture

artistic value but from other aspects.

includes the creation of spaces and

Choosing site, size of arch, content of

views in order to achieve peace and

the designs inside the arches in regard

convenience and gladness and growth.

with the view and inspiration as well as

It (in regard with places, relationship

messages which are expressed in

and joins) can have an increasing

presence of water, all have exhibited

bloom and effectiveness by artistic

symbols of engineering, architecture

ornamentations. The engineering is

and the art of that era.

hidden from embedded in architecture
while

creating

its

durability

and

endurance engineering is performed
with natural rules (engineering of the
nature),

mathematics

and

facilities

and

instrumental

technologies of its own era. Tagh
bostan

is

engineering

a
and

multi-perspective
architecture.

In

architecture regard, the aim is showing
Picture 5

the attitude of ruling system society,

Carving art has been prevalent in

beliefs,

in

water

and

Iran from 10 thousand ago until 50

environment as well as executive aims

years ago including different historical

and showing the purposes and thought

eras but the most prominent of it by

of the rulers and elitists of society.

volume has been happened during

Water,

Sassanid age. To

instrument, music, human power and

now

about 34

agriculture,

hunting,

Ray,

abrasive tools beside ornamentations

Afghanistan and designs of Tagh

and coordination with environment

bostan. The rest have been carved in

and observing the opportunities are

Fars, the main birth place of Sassanid

among architecture disciplines. In

rulers. After Fars, the most prominent

engineering,

of carving by volume and the most

represented as a coupling performance

unique of them are in Kermanshah.

in

Therefore,

of

geology and geo technics, material

Sassanid era are of great importance.

engineering for choosing the location

outstanding

12

people

designs

Salmas,

outstanding

designs
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arches

different
(coupling

perspectives
system)

and
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mechanics

engineering

,

and

abrasion

stone

tools

and

urban

and cultural behavior s of

preservations, artistic abrasion tools,

people who were ready for accepting

water

water

any norms under the control of the

engineering , preservation engineering

government”(Rajabi, 2002, p. 431).

and finally durability engineering in

Sassanid system is a class and religious

arches

Architecture

system and its economy is based on

characteristics of historical yard of

farming. Sassanid architecture and

Tagh bostan: it may be necessary to

specially its monumental and religious

represent some information about

one has strong tie with water. Sassanid

Susana era in brief,before investigating

kings have carved their victories in the

Tagh bostan architecturally.

form of both outstanding design and

and

underground

shine.

According

to

historical

documentation, Sassanid society has a
class system that soma historian based
it on 3 and other on 4 social classes.
Those who considered it based on 3
social classes are referring, in fact, to
clause 8 of Zamyad yasht which
divides

the

(religious

society

to

leaders),

Aterbans
Arteshbars

(warriors) and Barzigars, nourishing
horses(farmers)classes(Dostkhan,200,
p.486) and those who considered
society

based

documenting

on
to

4

classes

Yasna

19

writings beside spring and rivers.
Approximately,

of

32

outstanding

designs and inscription, 25 works are
yet located beside the spring s and
rivers. It is difficult to judge about
other ones due to the environmental
changes, the castles and abbeys are not
excluded. For example, Azargheshsb
fire-temple in Takabvar near Artizin
spring can be referred; also, there has
been a mirage in front of the Sarvestan
castle.

are

Choosing Plan site: historical

clause

yard of Tagh bostan has been carved,

17:”what are 4 professions ?Aterban,

in

Arteshbar, Barzigar who nourishes the

mountain, plain and inside a set of

horses,

springs which quench a big spring.

builders”

{Dostkhan,

2007,p.176}.

Sassanid system has been the role of
religion

in

the

place

of

coincidence

of

Religious attitude is definitely effective

One of the other characteristics of

13

combining policy with religion put the

reign

“in

this

era,

www.paramispark.com

in choosing the location. Sassanid
considered water as sacred thing and
have

written

the

most

severe

instructions to maintain its purity in
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their religious books and letters. In

pictures full of life, ceremony, hunting,

view of Iranians the water was sacred

existence, power and glory of the reign.

so that “when they saw a foe escaping

Architecture of arches: for the first

while encountering with a river, they

time, Sassanid designs were carved in

gave him opportunity to pass it

the arches instead of the niches. Some

without any trouble” (Rajabi, 2002, p:

researchers believe that this problem

436) People in that era, not only

has

exalted the water but sanctified the

thoughts of that era and some of them

nature. They also sacrificed the soil,

considered it to be inspired from

the wind and the fire and admired

eastern

trees, meadows, animals and plants.

Outstanding design of Shapoor II

Natural environment of Tagh bostan

beside his father made for the first

has nearly had all features of a holy

time is a new ground in form of a small

site

cave with 3.66 m in depth, 5.30 m in

for

choosing

monument

of

Sassanid kings.

art,

with

Mithraism

especially

India.

height and 6 m in head with a ceiling

The holy mountain of Bisetoon with

in the shape of the arch.

its huge rock which was known as

The bow shape of the arch is very

Baghestan or place of gods, water,

similar to the semi-ellipse form of the

trees, meadows full of wild and

arch which was a common form of the

domestic animals(as Khousro hunting

arches in that period. Such a ground is

grounds placed in 1 kilometer to the

unique for outstanding design in rock

arches)

hunting

figures of Sassanid period. These

grounds design in both sites of the big

thoughts should not be regarded

arch of Tagh bostan. Abundant water

without correlation with Mithraism

of Tagh bostan springs which are

thoughts of that era. In Tagh bostan,

called the mirage, the high quality of

after Ashkanian period, an image of

the water, the broad view in front of

Mehr (Mithra) was carved on the rock

the Sarab or the mother of the mirage

wall for the first time (Girishman,

are three coordination parts of the

1971) (design of Ardashir II).

and

pictures

of

nature in a place which is completed
with creation of arches as a forth
manifestation made by human hands.
It is because of inspiration of this
natural
14

relationship

environment

that

carved

www.paramispark.com

Hertesfeld

believes

that

“the

development of Sassanid government
toward

eastern

countries

has

relationship with artistic renewal and
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preference of cave to niche. We know

head which is very different and it is

that Shapoor II renewed the victories

unique in regard with theme. The basic

of Shapoor III and appended some

difference

parts of Kooshan land to his own

monumental work is space which

empire, and then some princes from

includes those set of designs, that is, a

Pars kingdom ruled on it. If Sassanid

balcony made in the heart of the

art has shined following up frequent

mountain.

victories of Sassanid , a contrast
routine can be take place and we
attach this big flower with Mitra god as
Buda beyond outstanding design of
Ardashir II to this routine (Hertesfeld,
2002)(picture 6).

of

this

durable

and

The most part of Khousro Parviz
balcony

is

an

architectural

phenomenon. In the balcony the arch
is “chilekand” exactly one bow which is
applied throughout Sassanid period in
facade of many buildings and it has
been the dominant method of arching
in that era. The congresses above the
arch which have commonly built above
defending castle or cramps cities are
architecture elements applied as a
symbol of protection and preservation.

Picture 6

Carving industry on the rocks was
abandoned after outstanding design of
Shapoor II and Shapoor III about 2
centuries and we cannot find any signs
of continuation of those sorts of arts
until

Khousro

Parviz

period

but

suddenly, we encounter with the great
arch of Tagh bostan with 7.20 m in
depth, 9m in height and 7.5 m of its

15
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Picture 7

These congresses which are nearly
located above the crown of all kings
have the same meaning. the columns
which have been carved in both sides
of the horse and the rider`s image on
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the wall at the end of the balcony have

the end of the arch 2. The designs of

aimed to make an architectural work

the hunting on the eastern and western

which is an emphasized aim. Balcony

parts of the arch.in the first group, the

during antiquity was the symbol of

designs are perfectly obvious and

power of the kings on the earth

recognizable: the formal exhibition of

(picture

confirmation of the reign and king `s

7).

Water

and

stone

engineering in Tagh bostan: Tagh
bostan

can

be

considered

power (picture 8).

as

engineering – architecture and artistic
part on the rock in Sassanid period
which can yet be investigated and
studied. Although it is very difficult in
engineering to separate expertise in
historical works and important spaces
from the old engineering, dependency
and

correlation

components

in

of
that

era

is

a

In the second group of the designs

recognizable mixture. Architecture of

we

spaces and usage of ornamentations

(picture9),“During antiquity, hunting

related to architecture is combining

was regarded as a hard-bitten school.

with each other in the best work in

Fighting against hunting of animals

Sassanid period, Tagh bostan, to make

was a sign of victory, human braveness

peace, gladness and growth, also, with

and intelligence and overcoming to

engineering to make endurance and

wildness and violence .At the other

durability of a design. The structures

hand, hunting the beast and wild

near the water, especially in calcified

animals had a religious philosophy and

stone area with high potential are

was

durable if they have initially advanced

permission of the victory goddess. In

engineering policy.

any hunting, sacrifice ceremony was

The design of the big arch: the
designs in the big arch can be divided
to two categories: 1. Formal design of
putting crown on the king`s head and
his armed appearance and the reign at
16
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designing
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can

not

see

the

possible

king

hunting

without

the

prevalent and they devoted a table full
of foods and ate them.
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encountered with a bad defeat at the
end of his reign. The structure of the
big arch: this problem that how and in
what way the outstanding designs and
the arches have been built in the heart
of the rocks of Tagh bostan or every
other place of Iran is a question with
Picture 9

no documental answer because any

If we look to the designs on the

documentation, picture or signs of

eastern and western walls of the arch

working method, the usable tools and

in that

way, we will

etc. have not yet remained and it has

understand this place composition

changed to a sweet secrete of ancient

related to religious ceremonies. The

human works. What is the reason of

hunting designs in the big arch are not

Iranian interest in outstanding designs

the only one in art of Sassanid period

and making designs on the high and

and we can deal with these sorts a lot.

huge rocks? It is obvious that the only

conceptual

In Mithraism, Mithra exhibits her
own divine and warfare by hunting
pork which is a sign of Satan and

17

reason is not elegance but the way of
thought and philosophy of the work is
of great importance.

badness. Has the king been exhibited

It is an important point that these

in hunting designs while he I fighting

designs show themselves as secrets in

with badness forces and overcoming

the heart of the stones and come to

them? The hunting for the king is the

existence beside the high mountains

symbol of expressing of ability, power

and rocks. The collection of Tagh

and ability and he has tried to uttering

bostan works, especially the big arch,

that

ways.

cannot be excluded. Building a cave

Definitely, the collection of the big

with 7 m in depth and 9 m in height in

arch designs attempts to show its

the heart of a huge and hard rock with

visitors a glory, warfare and a great

mysterious and wonderful designs

political power during spending times.

cannot be a dabbling work and just a

It should be noted that Khousro II

political exhibition of its own era.

concept

in

different

period is the period of success and

The idea of building such an arch

prosperity Sassanid system that was

with such designs cannot even be an

www.paramispark.com
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idea with personal initiative because

suitable dimensions, they worked on

the similarities of the big arch designs

the inside of the rock goes behind the

to other metal works , fabrications,…

surface of walls of the small arch to

of Sassanid period has converted it in

make a united wall with suitable

to excellent exhibition of power ,

dimensions in the form of two vertical

human braveness and intelligence of

sheets (picture 10).

that era. What that gives carving value
and concept to big arch is its united
structure without the interference of
any other materials. Obviously, the big
arch depicts a structure in the mind
but thinking a little about the mixture
and the angles of the big arch we can
understand that it is a structure

Picture 10

coming out from the heart of the rock
completely. If we look at any part of

Then they went toward the inside of

the rock, it is a part of the mountain

the rock to make a cave with semi –

.why? Why could not they build the

circle arch. So, it is possible that they

same idea in the form of the glorious

have divided the considered head and

structure no to tolerate that suffer?

several workmen have worked on it.

Were it designers too stringent to think

Craftsmen have proceeded toward

more easily about it? In general, they

defined

thought about it in the form of a

distance to reach a considerable depth.

height

of

a

determined

powerful idea and exact mind. The
creators of the big arch, previously,
have prepared their own design with
adequate calculations and predictions.
Their cognition of stone kinds and
especial position of above - mentioned
mountains near plains of Kermanshah
and springs of Tagh bostan was exact
and expertise cognition for inserting
facilities in the serve of their thoughts.
To achieve a compact mass with

18
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Picture 11

The result of this activity is parallel
tunnels which are separated from each
other by thin walls (picture 11, part A).
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They destroyed the walls and obtained
a hole with low height and a desirable
depth.

In

this

style,

they

have

proceeded to reach to a suitable height
and to other ideas of their own design
(picture 11, part B).
Picture 13

As noted above, the bow of the arch
is a perfect semi – circle which is

If we consider the big arch as a cube

started at 5 meter in height to 9 meter

in which a vertical cut of a cylinder is

and again to the first measure. The

located , a volume equivalent to

center of this semi – circle is a location

456mc of stone has been taken out

of coincident line which is stretched

from the inside of the big arch (picture

from the middle of the forth congress

13). The outstanding designs of the big

which is vertical to horizontal stair

arch can be divided in two groups,

shape line of eastern frontage. To

technically: one with low rise and

exhibit congresses of the big arch

another with high rise so that it is close

façade in an obvious manner, they

to

have taken apart the background of

designs of facade as well as eastern and

congresses from the rock and made a

western walls inside the big arch are

vacuum space between congresses and

located in the first group and all

the rock. This vacuum space exhibits

outstanding designs at the end of the

the congresses in an obvious and well

big arch are located in the second

defined style (picture 12).

group (picture 3).

the

sculpture.

All

Picture 3

Picture 12
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of

outstanding

steps. It seems that carving has been

designs or high rise in the designs at

started from the top of the wall to the

the end of the big arch where the king

bottom (picture 14) and the work steps

has been shown during the climax of

have been followed by particular

his political and military statue, beside

groups and each one has inserted his

the direction of designs on the both

own technique. Designs at the end of

eastern and western walls which are

the arch had taken a long time to be

proceeding toward the end of the arch

made regarding its dimensions, being

are very considerable. The end part of

voluminous and they have shown all

the arch has attached to the main body

clothes, jewelries, and details. It shows

of the rock and has more stability for

that the artists have completed designs

making the designs outstanding until

at the end of the arch and then

converting them in to a sculpture. Non

regarded eastern and western walls. If

perfected designs on the eastern and

a given line is stretched from the

western walls make us familiar to the

central congress to the bottom so that

working methods of those artists.

the picture of the moon passes through

According to observations, first, they

its middle, the facade of the big arch

have depicted plan on the arch wall

can be divided in to two parts. This

and calculated the background surface

symmetry with little changes in details

for recess then they have considered

has made a balanced and coordinative

the area lines of each design and made

mood in facade of designs of western

them outstanding in main background.

and eastern walls designs of western
and eastern walls in a way that the
visitor can observe them from a close
distance while at the end of the arch
and its facade are visible from a far
distances. If we depict start line of
congresses from top of the arch which
is along one of the stair shape lines of

Picture 14

Obtaining an outstanding surface of
area lines of a considered design, they
noticed to the details and done other
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eastern frontage, the arch facade is a
cube-square in which a circle can be
supposed by matching diagonals. This
circle has a little distance with eastern
and western frontages. If we open a
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compass as much as radius of the

As you can see in picture 15 the

circle and put it on points A, B, then

radius of depicted circles is equal to

depict several circles, we will have two

radius of surrounded circles in cube-

equal circles (picture 15).

square of the arch facade. If we apply
the same radius in relation to designs
of eastern and western walls, parts
where the king is hunting will be
located on interior areas of the both
circles. In addition, distance of points
B to G is equal to radius size of the

Picture 15

circle surrounded in the big arch
facade (picture 17).

The interior parts of both circles on
each other are parts of designs at the
end of the arch where the king is
located with his political and military
statue. If we investigate these two
parts more exactly and depict bows
from points C, D by the same radius we
will have two equal circles again which

Picture 17

the top interior parts of them is the

The other point is that in the big

location of the king on the horse with

arch, number 3 has been shown in

his military appearance. Distance of
points E, F is nearly equal to the depth
of the big arch (picture 16).

different ways: at the end of the arch at
the top part: 1. Ormozd (god of
Zoroastrian religion) 2. The king 3.
Anahita; at the bottom part: 1. Column
2. The king on the horse 3. Column;
eastern wall: 1. Entrance of the
elephants to the hunting ground 2.
Hunting stage 3. Finishing of hunting;
western wall: 1. Entrance of the
elephants to the hunting ground 2.

Picture 16

Hunting 3. Finishing of the hunting;
arch facade: 1. the eastern angel 2. The

21
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moon 3. Western angle Number 7 is

their aims using the nature and

also considerable. The congresses are

architectural elements in the best way

7. And the star carved on the surface of

as is possible. Mixture of water,

horse abdomen has 7 edges (picture

mountain and plaint and the caves

17).

made by human have shown both the

Number 7 is related to “process than
shape. A continuous process as there is
no normal method for excluding a
polygonal with 7 frontages from a
circle”. Regarding different beliefs at
the end of Sassanid period, there is
relationship

Gathering

these

aims

and

presenting them in the best way is the
great ambition of architecture.
Although separating the expertise in

symbolization in the big arch and

spaces in engineering is difficult,

beliefs in Mithraism, Christianity, and

dependency of designing elements

Zoroastrianism which is investigable.

during

arch

of

Tagh

bostan

those

eras

is

a

distinct

composite.

presents the glory climax of Sassanid

Architecture of spaces and usages

carving art while it has not been

and ornamentations depended on it

immune from effects of other arts,

with the aim of peace and happiness

especially, other arts in this era has

and the growth besides engineering

been at climax.

with the aim of durability of a design

Having a general look at the big
arch designs, we can observe the
effects of jewelry, Tore, architecture…
It is the interrelationship between
these arts that give a valuable display
to the designs. It seems that all art in
this era are gathered to make such a
unique work.
Conclusion:

have been mixed together in the best
work of Sassanid period, Tagh bostan
Watery structure near the water,
especially in the areas with calcified
stones that have a high potential to be
destroyed by air will be indelible if they
be made according to the advance
plans in engineering. This paper was to
review

we

found

in

architecture that the performers of
Tagh bostan arches have actualized
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life.

historical works and old and main

big

concepts

while depicting some parts of ordinary

of

The

between

religious beliefs and the majestic glory
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and

document

architecture, Tagh bostan.

sensible
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massive and huge stone that eventually
changes in to hard outer surfaces.
Water has been passed through them
and it leads to dissolve the lime and
they change in to break, hole and
finally cave. Regarding these factors
us

to

understand

damaging

factors. Attention of the architects in
choosing and working beside above mentioned information is admirable
(see Tavizi, Muhammad, a report on
the
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programming,
Usage necessity of management,
programing and project control
at building projects
Mehdi Sedaghati

execution

and

supervision.
Programming system and project
control:
Execution success of big industrial
and civil engineering plans needs to
systematic approach at programming

Project definition and importance of
its management:

from execution time and cost aspect.

According to developing process of

Main works of programming system

industries extension at country and

and project control are including

gradual

civil

providing, collection, record and data

different

maintenance at different stage of

industrial and development projects,

project life, process, classification and

programming

project

analysis of them and necessary reports

management is necessary. As at recent

providing for project manager. Goal of

years, this matter was focused by many

this

project managers and they know it

according

impossible project execution without

determined budget, goal providing,

using of programming capabilities and

project final products and gained data

project management. At general, we

saving for using at next projects. This

can define project as collection of

system should help project manager at

complex, non-repeated and related

optimizing three factors of time, cost

operations that it is executed under

and quality at project execution. A

supervision of definite management

good programming system and project

and

control

increase

engineering

of

plan

executive

providing

of

framework

of

predetermined

new

and

and

true

organization
special
time

goals

program

budget.

for
at
and

Project

management is process that we should
gain favorite results by easiest and

24

and control of activity operation way

system

is
to

should

project

guidance

time

schedule,

have

following

capabilities:
-

Time phase determination of

project finishing at programming stage
and primary time schedule
-

Determination

of

work

most economical way. Process of

breakage structure (WBS) for true

project management is consists of

execution

three

interference and their sources

main

parts

including:

www.paramispark.com

and

lack

of

activities
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Economical

solution

presentation for delays compensation

Programming stages and project
control:

at execution of some project activities
1- Programming stage

at execution time
-

Economical

solution

Project

Programming

includes

presentation for project execution time

works which with doing them, we can

period

recognize

acceleration

if

a

change

project

activities

and

happened at economic and social

relations among them and provided

conditions at country and change of

needed sources and cost of their

project priorities and need to more

execution

rapid execution

parameters. We can divide different

-

Time

schedule

and

programming for favorite usage of
and escape of restriction at this ground

activities

Way of material distribution

relations

-

step:project

Time schedule of materials,

analysis,

recognition
and

and

their

of

work

provision

brokerage structure (WBS)
1- Determination

activities

present

steps:
First

between projects and their different

to

stages of programming to following

human forces, machineries, equipment

-

according

executive

stages

of

project

according

machineries and equipment purchase

organizing its main activities every

orders for decrease of warehousing

project phases or in another words

costs, junks and damages of project

dividing projects to its sub projects
2- Breaking every sub project to its

financial depression
Determination of project cash

details and determination of all project

rate at every time unit for on time

activities according to way of its

payment of account statements and

executive approach

-

3- Designing of work brokerage

down payments
-

Record and gained analysis of

structure (WBS) to systematic form

results at necessary condition for

with

change at project programming and

according to kind of organizing and

maintenance

top-down

method

which

at

future

project size, it can be done according

projects and prevention of

same

to project executive phases, project

for

usage

problems emergence

main works, final products and its
particles or combination of them

25
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4- Determination of all project

Third

time phase

executive stages for facility at next

determination,

controls and insist on some vital

study relationships of cost-time trade

activities at determined time

off and probable problems

5-

Real and true recognition and

1- Analysis

sources

of

programs,

network

time,

definition of priorities and coming

determination of critical path, and

next among activities

recognition of activities which their

Second step:evaluation of time,

floating is a little (critical activities)

needed sources and execution costs of
every project activities

2- Designation of present sources
to

1- Evaluation of execution time of
every determined activities according

project

activities

according

to

sources present restrictions
3- Analysis of project sources and

to executive experts theories and

change

pervious experiences about similar

determination according to restriction

projects execution

of accessible sources

2- Network designing with using

at

primary

4- Sources

time

leveling

if

phase

it

is

critical path method (CPM) and apply

necessary, change at primary time

of

phase

specific

software

programs

at

programing case and project control
3- Evaluation of human sources,

determination

according

to

implemented leveling
5- Analysis of relationship of cost-

needed machineries and equipment for

time

execution of every project activities

determination with least cost based on

4- Evaluation of needed materials
for project execution

trade

off

and

time

phase

present and new presented methods at
this ground

5- Determination and recognition

6- Study of unsuitable weather

of present and accessible sources and

conditions

possibility of using them

problems which influence on way and

6- Evaluation of executive cost for
every activity according to their fixed
and changeable cost
7- Project

costs

and

other

predictable

time of project activities execution
2- Execution and supervision
stage:

and

It rarely happens that at project all

comparison of gained results with

activities to be executed from soonest

determined

start date or at last date to be finished

budget

analysis
for

project

execution

26

step:project

or time and their executive real cost to
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be equal with predicted time and cost.

3- Analysis, evaluation and

It is also possible at executive different

project data saving:

stages of project, activities to be added

We can use Programming and

or decreased from project. So, control

control profitably and facilitate our

and supervision is considered main

executive operations that that to be

stage at project management. Time

executed with systematic attitude. One

phase

at

of system abilities is record and

definite projects can lead to increase of

analyzing of gained results of project

activities doing way quality and avoid

execution and its influence on project

from probable delays. Projects update

progress process. We study project

means

project

financial progress way with using of

activities, relationships among them,

project control and in addition at time

activities time data update, cost data

problems

and activities executive sources. At

increase of executive costs, sources

supervision and control of present

shortage and needed items and lack of

project position, we analyzed rate of

project key activities execution at

deviation

phase

determined time, it is helpful for

we

project manager to recognize problem

project

solution. Solution at many items, it can

execution at predicted history end or at

lead to time phase determination and

least near to expected time with least

projected

amount of cost increase. We provide at

Creating

this stage, reports such as updated

making support system at evaluation

time

stage can be useful. This system should

determination

updating

synchronizing

from

determination
presented

time

program

solutions

phase

all

and

for

determination,

cost

analyzes curves, histograms related to
consumed costs, and project needed
sources and advancement diagrams
that these reports and their analyzes
help to project manager to take on
time and correct decisions.

such

as

again
data

bank

non-necessary

programming.
and

decision

be including following items:
-

Provision system and goods

control for project needed materials
-

Budget

system

and

project

financial system
-

Technical documentary archive

system and project documents
-

Qualitative

comparisons

system, provision and verification of
account statement
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data

system

for

correct control and costs decrease
-

Saving system and gained data

analysis at project control stage

-

Determination of suitable work

calendar

by

project

manager

to

compensate retardation
-

Determination

of

weekly

If we consider project as system

program for materialization of works

that in addition to data, received data

program which it created favorite

and processes include feedback and

order

these feedbacks after studying and

-

-

Programming

and

project

saving can be useful as valuable data

control presents suitable parameter for

for programming facility, next projects

supervising

execution,

performance and executive forces and

programming

system

strategy and project control.

of

contractors

also suitable alarm statement under
authority of project manager

Programming

and

project

control at Paramis group:
Definition of programming and
project control at Paramis group and
at CHenaran project from view of
project manager, Mr. Sayed Mehdi
Taghavi:

-

Time

phase

determination

program for project execution presents
suitable scale of whole work volume
28
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-

Monthly reports suitable view of

workshop position to project manager
And it shows general program of
future month.
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What is 5s?( First chapter)
Soroush Naderi

purchase

factory

product.

Job

environment is undeniable reality that
we pay attention more to it than
position of final product. 5s acts

First chapter: familiarity with

according to this reality that actions

5s history and its concept

influence is more than words. Most
influential way for affaires doing is not

Introduction:

description of their favorite and final

All of us face with customs at our

position but instead of it, we should

daily life that we try to do them which

look at realities and create changes

dedicate quality to our life such as

practically at system level.

washing

reasons prove this claim that:

dishes

immediately

after

eating food, cleaning things after to be

Many

One picture is more valuable

filthy are easy works but if we leave

than thousand words and "seeing

them without washing with drying of

is believing".

present pollutions on them, their
cleaning is not easy matter. In fact 5s is
principles collection which with their
observance, we can do our works with
best efficiency. 5s is improvement and
reform of things maintenance as we
had not to consume much time for
their accessibility such as knowing
position of fork and spoon at necessity
time.
If we go to building workshop or
service or productive collection which
is filthy or go to factory which is
produces subtle tools but factory floor
to be filthy and metals filings to be
combined with poured oils, surely
appearance of final product, personnel
appearance

and

glib-tongued

sale

agent cannot create interest for us to

29
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5s was formed for the first time after
Second World War at Japan but its
primary idea has adapted of this
system with American housekeeping.
Japanese people have taken primary
idea

from

American

people

and

according to their culture have putted
at five parts include:
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But one of most important texts
1) Seiri (organizing)

related to 5swas written by Takashi

2) Seiton (good order)

Osada under title of five keys for

3) Seiso (cleaning)

attaining to excellent quality at job

4) Seiketsu (standardization)

environment. This system because

5) SHitsuke (organized form and

of its valuable results entered as

descipline).

soon

as

possible

to

economic

institutions other countries such as
In

another

words,

5s

or

Singapore,

Malaysia,

according to Japanese people, they

Thailand,

presented Guas. Japanese people

Portuguesa…

developed application range of 5s to
all

industries

and

economic

institutions.

England,

China,

Spain,

and

About this point a matter has
printed at TQM magazine with
name of Japanese 5s where TQM

They use it not only at safety

begins by Samuel, K, M, Ho,

maintenance and product hygiene

professor of commercial university

but also at cleanness of personnel

of Lester, Mont Fort university of

and

Britannia.

job

environment,

at

environment beautification, saving
at

space,

transfer,

location
junks

and

Deceased

Mojtaba

Kashani

goods

promoted this system at automobile

and

industry and he finished big work

decrease

reiteration…

from garage to clinic, so he was

Japanese people used 5s as

recalled as father of 5s at Iran. He

specific major and they presented it

presented at his book "

at 1985 year at 3s format. First text

heart at management, 2003" for

was written at 1986 year about 5s. at

make native 5s concepts and to

end of this decade, Suzuki wrote a

connect it to discussion of industrial

book with title of " an introduction

Haft Sin.

of

comprehensive

utility

upgrade

approach

According

to

concept

of

practical

housekeeping that Japanese people

improvement " that eighth chapter

have taken from American culture

of

and they presented it at Japanese

book

was

of

of

role of

designated

to

applied5s.

culture formant, he took concept of
7s from Japanese companies and
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combined it with Haft Sin of Iranian

such as ISO9000, ISO14000, JIT,

Nowroz (with name of industrial

HACCP, TPM TQC, TQM, and QCC.

Haft Sin).

According to management universal

From his view, industrial Haft

standards such as ISO because of its

Sin is including:

comprehensiveness

1- Sort

obligations

2- Set in order

special method completely.

3- Cleanness

some

materialize

of

its

with

one

5s because of its widespread usage

4- Try to maintain favorite position

about order, recognition, discovery,

5- Organizing and discipline

safety, training cleanness, discipline,

6- Hardworking and work with all

recovery

forces

suitable

7- Urging at doing of good work
and convert it to habit

and

improvement

strategy

for

is

a

attaining

of

management universal standards such
as ISO. 5s importance and position at

Cleanness system (5s) some extent
has dominated at industry and services

standards of 2000 and ISO9000 can
be observed obviously.

part but at training and education and
educational

units,

we cannot

see

remarkable actions.

Psychological

effects

of

job

environment cleanness:
Effective factors on job environment
which determine rate of utility at
organization, it is divided to two
groups of hard and soft factors.
Leadership style and management
In fact 5s is main underline of
qualitative control and utility systems
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at organization are considered soft
features

and

technology

as

hard

feature (Corman, 1991) and physical
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features are considered as soft features
and also it effects on persons who work

5- SHitsuke, it means organizing
and job discipline

at that job environment. Corman,
1991year, he writes according to review
of different researches about features
of job environment that physical
environments can act as restrictions,
incite others or be as source of
stimulus or provision or joy and
enjoyment.
Sound,

music,

temperature

lightness

are

other

and

physical

variables that at some conditions
influence on job behavior. Job optimal
behavior

needs

continuous
music,

to

sound

lightness

expected
and

and

and

alternative
temperature

should be compatible with specific
requests to be gained their positive
influences.
Cleanness system 5 (…?)= 5s
5s is acronym of five Japanese
words.
These words with translation of
deceased Kashani are including:
1- Seiri, it means separation of
non-necessary things from necessary
things
2- Seiton, it means organizing and
set in order
3- Seiso, it means whiteness and
cleanness
4- Seiketsu,

it

means

try

to

maintain favorite position

32
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Using of modern materials for
light building materials

and

faults.

Earthquakes

such

as

Roodbar, Zarand, Hamedan and Darb
Astaneh are examples of this category.

Hamed Noori, MA student of
management of structure engineering,

So, most of Iran cities have been built

industrial University of Amir Kabir-

at scope of mountains or plains and

Behnam Sarabi Mianji, MA student of

according to Iran topography and

earthquake engineering, Iran Elm O
Sanaat University

geomorphology,

distance

between

summit of mountains and city centers

1- Introduction:

is nearly 15 t0 20 kilometers, then

One of most necessary designing

because of passing of many faults at

methods

33

of city centers from weaken structures

for

countries

which

are

highlands,

cities

distance

from

located at earthquake belt is vibrant

earthquake-happening regions is early

building designing. Milliards Rials,

15 t0 20 kilometers. Earthquake and

financial damages and hundreds killed

its effects is natural phenomenon but it

or damaged people are results of

cannot be a pretext for people and

earthquakes at our country which have

related officers about way of building

happened. Iran country has located on

making. At all above-mentioned cases,

Alpide tape. This tape is started from

it shows importance of vibrant forces

Himalaya mountain chains at eastern

at structure. Vibrant forces are affected

Asia and after passing of Iran and

by weight of building parts, so with

Turkey, it continues to Mediterranean

increase building parts weight, vibrant

Sea. At other side, wide Iran country

forces increases. Then, for decrease of

divided to four earthquake growing

these forces, structure weight should

places such as Zagros belt, central and

be decreased and for attaining of this

eastern region, and Azerbaijan and

goal, experts of different countries

also

have

Alborz

mountain

chains.

done

widespread

researches

Sometime at vague time periods, an

about science of light materials at

awful earthquake happen which in

building

addition to heavy financial and human

introduced suitable strategies.

industry

and

they

have

damages; it brings bad psychological

Different methods of light structure

influences without compensation. It

materials are expressed at following

can be said that its main undeniable

general chapters which at rest of this

reason of is related to illogical distance

article,
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more

comprehensive
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explanations have been presented at

tons at every cubic meters and

following lines for building weight

resistance of at least pressure 210

decrease and at the rest decrease of

kilograms

vibrant force:

amount after structure used steel



Using of light concrete

designates most amount and most



Using







of

structure

new

which

this

heavy base structure. According to
technology

Using of prefabricated panels

concrete making process, we can

and also using light materials

replace light structure concrete with

for

present

external

and

internal

advancement

concrete

and

like

many

walls

developed countries which many of

Using of light materials and

them have not enough sources and

ceiling parts

mines such as our country.

Using of light profiles for

case has a lot of importance for

door and window

materialization of structure light

Using

of

other

concrete

and

resistant

against

and structure accountant, if they

Using of dry mortar

using

materials

This

earthquake. Consultant engineers
replace

of

light

concrete

special weight around 1.4 ton at

materials

every cubic meter and pressure

methods have developed more than

resistance at least 250 kilograms on

pervious sixty years and at the

cm2 which according to structure

present time it is used for different

ceiling, it decrease structure dead

structures at all over of world. These

loadings

methods

building

kilograms at every cm2. At addition

industry for structures such as

to of structure resistance against

apartments, schools, hospitals and

earthquake charges, this case leads

commercial buildings. It should be

to decrease structure used steel at

noted at our country at past periods;

least ten kilograms at square meters

concrete was most used material for

of

structure.

structure

are

light

structure

designing parameters which include

2- Using of light concrete:

used

Used

at

concrete

at

structures have special weight of 2.4

34

cm2

systems

products


on
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at

least

computational

merely

designing.
justifies

100

to

170

models

and

This

case

using

of

light
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structure concrete from economic

structure square meters. At picture1

aspect. We can point out for

and 2, we have presented their

example

examples of light concrete using.

using

structure

concrete

structure
stories.

results

of

at

light
metal

model

building

five

this

structure

with

At

replacement

of

light

structure

concrete with special weight of 1400
kilograms at every cubic meter at
composite ceiling which its concrete
thickness is 10 centimeters, dead
loading decrease 100 kilograms at

Picture 1

every square meters. With modeling
of this structure at computational
software of ETABS for the first stage
for computation of dead loading, we
considered usual concrete features
with weight of 2400 kilograms at
every cubic meter. After structure
designing and range control to
acceptable

tensions,

designing output shows amount of

2- 1Foam concrete:

used steel 77 kilograms at every

One examples of light concrete is

square meters. At second stage with

foam concrete. This concrete is mix of

replacement

kilograms

cement, sand, water and special foam.

special weight of light structure

Density of this concrete with amount

concrete at structure model and

of added foam mix with cement and

mentioned

control

sand is measured. Foam concrete is

implementation, we gained amount

fire and water proof and also sound

of 65 kilograms of used iron at front

and thermal insulation. Difference

of every structure square meters. If

between foam concrete at comparison

we want to compare plan used iron

to normal concrete is related to

parameter,

deletion of small stones.

of

1400

designing

it

shows

decrease

amount of 12 kilograms at every

35
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Foam Concrete
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2-2 applications:



It provides good thermal

Some of light concrete applications

and sound insulation

are as following:




Light

blocks

for

It can be used along all

tall

traditional

structures


level

material

kinds

Panels or partitioned walls



It is dampness, water and

at different aspects at ready

fire proof.

or prefabricated form


Insulations different kinds

3- 2LSF structure

such as sound insulations

system:
Nowadays LSF system as light steel



Ceiling panels



Prefabricated industries and

framing system and cheap is used

residential building panels

widely

facades of external walls for

Employer can order parts to factors

all buildings at ready or

according

prefabricated form

building with using of this system and

Foundations for streets and

these metal parts to be provided at

sidewalk

factory and send to workshop. Finally,

Explosion proof structures

because






America
to

of

map

and
of

parts

Europe.

considered

location

is

determined, and then workshop junks

2-3: Advantages:
using

decreases and also installation speed is

advantages have been presented at

increased multiplied times. At time of

following lines:

earthquake happening, building dead



loading (building skeleton weight plus

Some

of

light

concrete

At comparison to normal
concrete, dead loadings of
building

decreases

at



There

is

concrete

possibility
producing

for
with

exact and definite density
and resistance


It

has

installation) is completely influential
at earthquake. So, with using of this
system, building weight decreases and

amount of 1/3 to ½.

extraordinary

efficiency

also

www.paramispark.com

earthquake

influence.

Other

advantages of this system are materials
high

sustainability,

good

thermal

efficiency and less cost. In addition to
this matter that used materials at this
system is compatible with human
2
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being environment and it does not

1-3: Advantages:

create any kind of poisonous vapors.

-

Structure weight decrease

At pictures of 3 to 5, different parts of

-

Less cost of building making

LSF system have been shown.

-

Better energy insulation

-

Better

safety

and

high

sustainability
-

Fire proof and resistant against

fire
-

Suitable sound insulation

-

Rapid and easy construction

-

Flexible from structure aspect

-

Suitable

using

ability

and

resistance from structure aspect
4-

Partitions

and

building

internal separators:
Picture 3

Using

of

heavy

materials

for

buildings partitions is common at Iran
which include argil pressured bricks,
normal concrete blocks and solid sandlimestone bricks. Using of

heavy

materials in addition to increase of
vibrant forces leads to secondary
Picture 4

effects at structure performance such
as creating of short column. At picture
of 6, it is example of this item.

Picture 5
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Picture 7

At modern building making, using
Picture 6

With passing of time and new
needs at building making using of
lighter materials such as clay bricks,
heplex, siporex, lika and chalk blocks

of cement or chalk panels and sheets
because of executive operation speed
and lightness has been prevailed. At
picture of 8, it is example of these
kinds of wall separators.

were been focused by builders which
using of these materials in addition to
bad secondary influences at structure
because of unsuitable halter of these
walls at structure skeleton, it leads to
main financial and human being
damages. At picture of 7, it is example

Picture 8

of this item.
Using of light chalk panels because
of metal support and suitable halter to
main structure leads to decrease of

38
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vibrant forces and also structures



financial and human being damages
after

earthquake

and

keep

it

at

minimum size.

Insulation against different
factors

Materials of Sides’ walls are like
internal walls and mentioned items are

Chalk panels are made with non-

for internal walls are true also about

flammable chalk page plus protective

Sides’ walls. On Sides’ walls usually

plating of craft paper type. Protective

heavy

plating of craft paper type is pressed

architecture

on

materials include facade brick, facade

these

controlled

panels

under

conditions

which

factory
it

is

materials

are

facade

used

façade

as

heavy

stone with sand mortar, cement and

provided from pressed cartons and it

facade

increases panels’ elasticity feature.

destruction of bricked wall has been

Main factor of reliance of chalk panels

shown.

cement.

At

picture

of

9,

is light metal network that with
screwing of panels on this metal
network, it makes light wall.
Although at most world countries
mainly, they use of shaving woods for

Picture 9

chalk panels reliance, they suggest

Using of light modern materials at

using of galvanized iron for metal light

building facade leads to decrease of

structures.

vibrant forces and facade destruction

5- Sides walls and building

as non-constructive part at time of
earthquake. At picture of 10, example

facade:

of modern buildings which it is
Sides’ walls have duty of separation
of building internal and external walls
which they should have following
features:


Building

protection

from

external factors


Thermal
internal

insulation

and

temperature

keeping of building

39
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connect to main structure by suitable
support.
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Picture 11

Using of chalk panels at plaster
board ceiling with suitable supports
under chalk panels leads to lightness of
plaster board ceiling, decrease of
vibrant weight and earthquake force.

picture 10

At picture of 12, example of plaster

6- Plaster board ceilings:

board ceiling with chalk panels have
been shown. At picture of 13, damage

Traditional

method

for

Plaster

of

plaster

board

ceiling

board ceilings at Iran is using of

earthquake force because of false

delicate metal bars on metal chassis

halter has been shown.

with fittings and cornerstone .
At

this

method,

considerable

amount of chalk is used on delicate
metal bars which lead to heaviness of
plaster board ceiling. At picture of 11,
example of plaster board ceiling with
delicate metal bars.
Picture 13
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Picture 14

Picture 12
Picture 15

7- Flooring at buildings:
Flooring at Iran is done traditionally
with using of mineral shell materials
which its low price and high specific
weight are considered as important
features of this material.
In

addition

to

mineral

shell,

industrial shell is used because of low
weight and better thermal and sound

For decrease of building weight at
modern methods, gas concrete is used.
Gas concrete also has high executive
speed and facility and also less special
weight at comparison with other
floorings. At picture of 16, execution of
gas concrete has been shown.

insulation. At picture of 14, mineral
small shell and at picture of 15,
industrial shell has been shown.

Picture 16
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At general, decrease of building
mas, it leads to decrease of vibrant
forces to structure. So, if we use light
materials at sides’ walls, internal walls
and building façade, plaster board
ceiling and flooring lead to decrease of
vibrant

weight

structure

and

it

increases

performance

against

earthquake and in addition to it
decreases financial and human being
damages and non-constructive parts
construction. Advantages of using of
light materials are stated as follow:


Decrease of building mass
which result in decrease of
structure

damage

against

earthquake


Decrease
building
and

of

coefficient

thermal

result

in

transfer

saving

at

energy consumption

42
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garden and using of most update
News of Paramis Park group

materials is one of the most superior
region projects. This project

was

delivered at December month of 2013
1- Finishing of project of
Paramis super deluxe of

engineer Mahdi Taghavi as project

Fereshteh:

manager and Miss Asiyeh GHorayshi

Project of Paramis super deluxe of
Fereshteh Istanbul Street with land
area of 1500 meters after 26 months of
day and night activities was finished.
This project has been executed at 10
stories which every story has 9 units.

Size of every story is 435 meter and
it has three bedrooms and one suite.
This project because of these features
such as tall ceiling height of units, view
to gardens of German and Turkey
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2 – Start of Nakhjavan project
excavation:

2- Finishing

of

concrete

pouring stage of project of
Sahebgharaniyeh:

Project of Nakhjavan Palas was
excavated at land with measurement of
4800 meters at Mojdeh Street, Ahmadi
Zamani

Street.

This

project

is

Sahebgharaniyeh,
is

considered

northern

considered as one of biggest Niavaran

Golestan

as

most

district projects.

expensive present district at Tehran.
Project of Paramis of Sahebgharaniyeh
at Mina Street, Second Park dead-end
was reached to final stage of concrete
pouring stage.

Lobby of this project is considered
as one of the most beautiful lobbies of
Paramis Park projects.
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4- Finishing of concrete
pouring stage of project of
CHenaran Palas:

Fereshteh, project of CHenaran
Palas is one of most super deluxe and
biggest building making projects at
district. This project because of these
features such as lobby 12 meters and
allocated pool, tall ceiling height and
plaster board ceiling and wall and plus
bowling and squash saloon is one of
the most superior region projects.
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